Stichting Reclame Code
To: mw. mr. P.E.C. Ancion-Kors
Postbus 75684
1070 AR Amsterdam

Reference: k08031ew
Utrecht, October 15th 2008
Concerns: Pink Panther Wine

Dear Mrs. Ancion-Kors,

Recently, the Jumbo supermarket in the Netherlands advertised with the so-called Pink
Panther wine (see appendix 1, 2).
Pink Panther wine or “La Panthère Rose” is produced in France by le Château de
l'Orangerie. The wine has its own website: www.pinkpanther-wine.com (appendix 3).
According to STAP (the National Foundation for Alcohol Prevention in the Netherlands) the
name, website and packaging of the bottle of Pink Panther wine are in violation with article
10 of the Dutch Alcohol Advertising Code because it is focussed specifically on minors:

Article 10 (Code 2008)
“Advertising for alcoholic beverages is not allowed to specifically focus on minors. In
particular, practices such as described in the explanation of article 10 are not
allowed.”
Examples are:
- Practices in which is made use of teenager idols;
- Practices/actions in which is made use of premiums that are specifically focused
on minors, such as puppets, stuffed animals, toy cars, games, stickers, beach toys or
school-related items;
- Etc.
It needs little explanation that Pink Panther is a cartoon that is specifically attractive for
minors. The entire design and look of the website is pink and covered with Pink Panther
items (e.g. the bottle of wine, the pink panther cartoon, the typical pink panther paw and an
historical overview with matching images, see appendix 3 for screenshots of the website).
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By producing a wine carrying the name “Pink Panther” and a pink website covered with pink
panther cartoons, le Château de l'Orangerie is advertising in breach with existing self
regulatory rules that state not to focus alcohol advertising specifically on minors.

STAP is asking the Advertising Code Committee to adjudicate on this complaint.

Sincerely,

Ir. W. E. van Dalen,
Director STAP
Appendices:
1. Screenshot Jumbo website of Pink Panther wine.
2. Bottle of Pink Panther wine
3. Screenshots www.pinkpanther-wine.com

Contact details:
http://www.chateau-orangerie.com
Château de l'Orangerie
33450 Saint-Félix-de-Foncaude
FRANCE
tel : +33 (0) 5 56715367
RC Bordeaux Siret: 417 758 067 00017
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Appendix 1: Pink Panther wine at the Jumbo supermarket
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Appendix 2: Bottle of Pink Panther wine
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Appendix 3: Screenshots www.pinkpanther-wine.com
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